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jumping cactus were permitted to go their way without bom-
bardment. I came to explore and explore I did. If the urge
ever comes to write a romance around pirates the scene will
be Tortuga.
The history of the place far overshadows the modern scene.
To a lone white rambler, objects constantly show which re-
call to mind such implements as picks and shovels, such docu-
ments as age yellowed charts, all connecting with a golden
hoard somewhere beneath the earth contained in a rusted iron-
bound chest. There is, unmistakably,' the big tree, now tower-
ing high above a jungle-grown mass of a hundred different
species of tropic flora. To look sharply and inquisitively along
the four points of the compass from this tree is invariably to
find the big rock with what seem time-worn crosses and
pirate hieroglyphs on its surface. One may let the imagination
run without censure. All that appears necessary is the dying
buccaneer's chart and, of course, the digging implements, pref-
erably employed at night in the dim light of flickering lan-
terns. Poe, and other writers of buried treasure have prescribed
it thus, and thus it must be in the imagination.
The term "buccaneer" originated on the island of Tortuga.
It is derived from the French word describing men who
cured meat by the "boucan" process, a system of smoking
the flesh on green sticks.
As early as 1630, the island of Hispaniola, which is to-day
the island of Haiti, began to find French, British and Dutch
settlers arriving there, much against the will of the Span-
iards, who controlled the territory to the announced exclu-
sion of all other nationals. The interlopers first tried their
luck at planting, but eventually abandoned this vocation to
become "boucaniers," because of the great prevalence of wild
oxen, cattle and wild boar. The vicissitudes of interloping,
however, were such that many of the settlers fled to the island

